MTS ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Candidates pursuing MTS designation MUST meet the following prerequisites and requirements:

PREREQUISITES:

1. Complete formal instructor training through one of the Navy's instructor training schools or other service equivalent. Requests for waiver of this requirement may be submitted to NEPMU2 when the activity deems the candidate has equivalent training or educational background. (Group-Paced Instructor (GPI) training, Basic Instructor Training (BIT) School, Officer Instructor Training (OIT) School, or Navy Leadership Facilitator Training course.) Complete Information Professional Tech Refresh (IPTR): Knowledge Distribution, Knowledge Flow, and Organizational Performance (Knowledge Management (KM)) CBT. (Navy E-learning catalog code NPGS-KM12-1).

REQUIREMENTS:

2. Be nominated by their direct supervisor to pursue MTS designation and have eligibility verified by command MTS Program Coordinator. Candidates must be onboard at least six (6) months prior to nomination to pursue MTS designation. Overall, nominees must complete at least 135 Instructor Learner contact hours and be aboard the command at least 12 months before appearing before the command MTS board. Instructor-Learner contact hours may include any instructional time approved by the command MTS Program Coordinator. This may include formal topic instruction, General Military Training (GMT), Navy Military Training (NMT) presentations, rate training, in-service training, facilitated events, staff briefing, indoctrinations, labs, etc.

3. Show satisfactory job performance. Navy personnel must receive performance evaluations reflecting no mark in any trait below 3.0 (based on the 5.0 scale) for the 12-month period preceding appearance at the MTS Nomination Board.

4. Project an exemplary image. Navy personnel must be within height/weight or body fat standards and a passing score at the most recent Physical Fitness Assessment (PFA).

5. No non-judicial punishment (NJP)/courts-martial, civilian conviction, substantiated family advocacy incident or incidence of substance abuse within the two (2) years prior to pursuing MTS qualification.

6. Complete the Navy Medicine Core Competency Qualification Requirements (CCQRs).